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Optimal Sizing and Positioning of Grid
Integrated Distributed Generator using Particle
Swarm Optimization
Arpita De

Abstract: The intermittent nature of non-conventional energy
sources is a major concern in Designing and Simulation of the
Integration of a Distributed Generator (DG) in an existing system.
Expansive sizing of any system increases the cost of the system
and under sizing causes a lack of reliability and poor voltage
regulation. In this paper optimal DG - Solar PV System
positioning and sizing method has been proposed using particle
swarm optimization algorithm (PSO). Optimal positioning and
sizing of the system has been calculated for a photovoltaic system
considering annualized cost of the system and reliability
constraint. The DG system is simulated to determine the position
and size of the system component to test the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm over the energy based system sizing method.
Simulation and test results prove that the proposed optimal system
configuration is able to supply the load annually with the optimum
system installation cost along with its payback period.
Keywords: Renewable Energy, Distributed Generator, Solar
PV, Grid Integration, Positioning, Sizing, Particle Swarm
Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION
The quick industrialization in the course of recent decades
because of globalization, creations in new advances and
sustainable energy sources, for example, wind, sun, water,
ocean and biomass, have become better options for
traditional energy sources. Distributed Generator Energy
System (DGES) is made out of one inexhaustible and one
customary energy source, that works in independent or grid
network associated mode [1]. DGES is getting prevalent for
remain solitary power age in disconnected destinations
because of the advances in sustainable power source
innovations.
The significant component of DGES is to join inexhaustible
power generation innovation to utilize their working
capabilities and to get efficiencies higher than that could be
gotten from a solitary power source. DGES can address
confinements as far as adaptability, productivity,
dependability, outflows and financial aspects.
DGES guarantees continuous and successful supply of
capacity to the consumer load end. Solar Photovoltaic (PV) is
sustainable, support on-site generation capability and is
non-polluting. In any case, independent PV array can fulfill
the load demand for the time during which daylight is
accessible. This paper is centered on PV based DGES
Revised Manuscript Received on December 30, 2019.

Because of space and climate confinements. The measure of
intensity created by a PV cluster relies upon the working
voltage of the exhibit and the Maximum Power Point (MPP),
which change with solar irradiation and temperature. MPP
indicates a novel working point on PV trademark at which
most extreme conceivable power can be extracted [2]. The
yield intensity of the solar oriented module is profoundly
influenced by the solar incident edge and its proficiency can
be improved if the sunlight based module inclination is
appropriately introduced at the ideal point. Huge research on
financial and natural parts of incorporating the PV
framework with lattice has been accounted for [3]
The paper talks about principle areas for the unit sizing and
location of the DGES, displaying of the significant parts
utilized in PV module alignment with customary lattice
framework. The optimized capacity and desired location
advancement study is basic before setting up or establishment
of a DGES. These structure targets are normally clashing
with each other and consequently a sensible exchange off
between them is attractive.
Enhanced sizing of the arrangement of components will
increase the system cost whereas lowering the sizing of the
system can lead to failure of energy generation system. So,
utmost care should be taken to design an optimized system at
the best costing.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an enhancement
calculation viewed as exceptionally efﬁcient for the
arrangement of entangled problems. This paper displays the
use of this technique to plan advancement of photovoltaic
DGES. The motivation behind the proposed procedure is to
find the ideal area and the ideal size of the PV module
establishment in detail, to such an extent that the absolute net
monetary beneﬁt accomplished during the framework
operational lifetime period is amplified [4]. The
streamlining's choice factors are the ideal number of the PV
modules, the ideal situation of the PV modules inside the
accessible establishment zone and the ideal dissemination of
the PV modules among the DC/AC converters.
The target function of the proposed advancement process is
the lifetime framework's absolute net proﬁt which is
determined by the strategy for the Net Present Value (NPV).
The approach's subsequent framework structures are
monetarily assessed through the strategies for the limited
restitution time and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR).
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Figure 1: Schematic for the general system
(FL), Genetic Algorithms (GA) or a half breed of such
Figure 1 shows the general schematic of the system in which procedures [6].
PV module generates energy and transfers energy to the load
and the utility grid. A graphical representation shows the Ordinary estimating techniques are being used for over two
groups of the different measuring techniques are represented decades and give exact outcomes when real climate
in Fig. 2. This expansive characterization depends on the information is accessible. One of the straightforward
accessibility and non-accessibility of climate information, for methods for estimating segments depends on the idea of
example, insolation, clearness index and so on [5]. At the energy balance. The daily normal accessible energy from the
point when climate information is accessible, ordinary sun and the load requests are adjusted to decide the quantity
measuring approaches are utilized and are grouped based on of PV modules required. The accessible energy from the sun
idea of vitality equalization and unwavering quality of can be resolved from sunlight based insolation information.
supply. Nonetheless, ordinary methods need long haul Estimating dependent on energy balance contemplates the
meteorological information for measuring of PV way misfortunes and efficiencies of the source, converters
frameworks, which may not be accessible in remote and controllers. Paper [7] proposes a calculation to decide the
disengaged destinations. In this manner, non-accessibility of insignificant framework arrangement utilizing an iterative
climate information in remote locales has asked the scientists method dependent on energy balance. The ideal size of the
to investigate Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems, for framework segments depends on PV module framework,
example, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Fuzzy Logic generating onsite power for ideal voltage regulation system.

Figure 2: Bifurcation of DGES system Location and Sizing methods
RES. It is most commonly used because of its simplicity, user
friendly nature and satisfactory results. For designing and
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The DGES are recognized as a viable option for grid supply developing the Renewable Energy System (RES) for the
for remote area applications all over the world. In-depth identified site, prerequisite are meteorological data and load
operational and economic analysis of renewable energy estimation. Load estimation of above location is performed,
based DGES, requires simulation of the system Numbers of which is realized out of the daily consumption of electricity
software platform like MATLAB, LabView and tools like as per the population and ensuring minimum possible
ETAP are available in which individual components are electrification in the present
selected and integrated as RES for dynamic analysis. ETAP scenario.
does the simulation to obtain an optimal configuration of
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Site Details
Figure 3 depicts the details about the region – Jhalawar, for
the study of distribution losses a test area Piplod Grid
Sub-Station in the Jhalawar Circle, Rajasthan State, India. It

has been considered for study, which consist of four feeders
a- Bali feeder, Kishanpuriya feeder, Piplod village feeder and
Deetyakhedi feeder.

Figure 3: Data of Jhalawar District, Rajasthan
The below figures 4, shows the Monthly radiation, Daily
global radiation, Monthly temperature and Sunshine hours in
Jhalawar
District,
Rajasthan.

Figure 4: (a) Monthly solar irradiance (b) Daily global solar irradiance (c) Monthly Average Temperature (d)
Sunshine radiation
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Figure 5 shows the Deetyakhedi feeder, Piplod Grid
Sub-Station in the Jhalawar Circle, Rajasthan State. The
study deals with the equivalent one line diagram network
software representation based on the electrical single line

diagram. This report considers the computer based Power
System Study to analyze the generation time and control
dispersion framework as pertinent to the feeder power plant.

Figure 5: Single Line diagram of Deetyakhedi feeder
applied. The measure of the research work is the boost of the
Load Flow study has been carried out based on the IEEE DGES parameters for the decrease of Voltage Regulation,
Standard 399-1997, of ETAP Power Station software decrease of reliability misfortunes and the expansion of the
(Version 12.6) and Adaptive Newton-Raphson method has net proﬁts accomplished during the framework operational
been used to perform the load flow study.
period. The general ideal DGES structure are shown and put
away alongside the determined monetary suitability pointers
which are the limited compensation time and the Internal
III. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The calculation's has been done from database containing the Rate of Return (IRR). The descriptive ﬂow of the proposed
specialized and monetary attributes of financially accessible technique's calculation is showed in Fig. 6.
devices alongside meteorological information for the
selection for the establishment site with reference to Voltage
Profile and losses. The financial characteristics of the
system’s components are the installation cost and the yearly
maintenance charges. Load Flow Analysis is done on the
proposed system – Deetyakhedi feeder to find out the nodes
with the maximum voltage drop.
After studying various Renewable Energy Distributed
Generator Sources viability around the Feeder system, a
combination of PV array is chosen and its characteristics are
taken from the predefined database. The remainder of
parameters stacked from the database are the hourly sun
oriented illumination and encompassing temperature values
during the year, the accessible region measurements, the
nearby economy's parameters and ﬁnally, parameters utilized
for the calculation of the expense of the land and the
mounting structures of PV modules.
The next step is finding Optimal Size of the system at the
appropriate Location for the Solar PV DG System. This step
comprises of the PSO parameters, as well as appropriate
algorithms for solving the problem’s limiting factors and
analyzing the available parameters. On the off chance that an
answer isn't plausible, an appropriate fixing calculation is
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IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In India, renewable energy has come out as an important
sector in the energy generation. It has been understood that
sustainable power source needs to assume an a lot further role
in accomplishing energy security in the years ahead and be a
vital piece of the energy allocating process [8].
Comprehensive literature study is done for the various design
phases of Renewable Energy System (RES) is carried out at
site which will deliver power in efficient and economical
manner. A detailed literature review is divided in three
categories – i) Integration of Distributed generator (DG) as
RES, ii) Modelling and simulation of DG, iii) Optimization
(i) Integration of Distributed Generator
Solar Photovoltaic (PV), wind, hydro, fuel cells, biogas, etc.
are typical sources of small-scale generation as distributed
generator [9]. Renewable based distributed generator has
pulled in the consideration of intensity framework originators
as a dependable answer for breakdown of the constraints that
exist toward development of electric power network, low
petroleum derivative stores and ecological concern [10].
Especially for rural and remote areas distributed generator
offers wider user choices and causes lower emission [11].
Distributed generator capacity ranges between kW to MW
depending on the space availability [12]. The essential
wellspring of energy for these generators can be the
inexhaustible sources, for example, wind, Solar, hydro, and
biomass [13]. These generators are associated either to the
medium voltage or low voltage segments of the electric
framework on the Distribution side [14]. Regularly DG's are
associated close to the heap focuses or the low voltage
systems [15]. If generation of electrical energy is near to
consumer’s point, then it will become an important parameter
for the demand satisfaction with a reduced economic and
environment prices [16]. Several projects have been observed
to supply power from various grid-connected renewable
based distribution generations such as solar, wind, hydro etc.
The economic viability of these projects has been analyzed as
compared to electricity generation through various
non-renewable energy sources for the isolated communities
[17].
(ii)Modelling and Simulation of DG
For real time analysis of DGES, the system model is to be
developed. Every individual component of the system is
modelled in available simulation platform like MATLAB,
ETAP (Electrical Transient and Analysis Program),
LabVIEW, PVSyst etc. In these tools generally components
are already available in their library function or can be
modelled by their mathematical equations to represent their
real time behavior. [18]
In literature various types of modelling of components is
studied and then the system is simulated to analyse the
performance of RES for its variations in load profile,
environmental conditions and any other unforeseen
circumstances [19]. A unique model and recreation of
different sunlight based cell/wind turbine/energy component
crossover control frameworks are considered utilizing
different topologies to supplement one another and to reduce
the impacts of ecological varieties [20]. Modelling and
simulations can be led utilizing different programming
bundles to check the adequacy of a proposed framework [21].
The approach is embraced to show that the proposed
framework is fit for enduring the fast change in the load
profile [22].To oversee control stream among different
energy sources and capacity unit to fulfil load request, a
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general power generation methodology is recommended for
the framework. Under various situations, the framework
execution investigation is considered utilizing a practical
performance is studied with practical climate data
information [23].
(iii) Optimization of DG
The techno-monetary investigation of the framework is
fundamental for the productive use of sustainable power
source assets [24]. Because of different age frameworks,
vitality framework examination, is very intricate and requires
to be broke down altogether. This requires programming
instruments and enhancement methods for the operational
and financial investigation of the frameworks. [25]. As
calculation intensity of current PCs is expanding
significantly, PC based re-enactments and improvement have
gotten increasingly more consideration, and are turning into a
significant apparatus for the structure of intensity models
[26]. Various types of software tools are available for real
time system integration of HES to analyse for different stages
of its designing like prefeasibility analysis tools (e.g.
RETSCREEN)[27], simulation tools (e.g. PVSYST and PV
Design Pro mainly for solar PV) and open architecture
simulation tools (e.g. MATLAB and Simulink)[28]. In
already developed software tools, power dispatch strategy
and energy flows among sources are already decided so user
does not have to do a large number of modifications in
system parameters [29]. Need of the hour is to develop a user
friendly algorithm to have economic design of DGES at any
location. So as to get power from inexhaustible DGES
dependably and at monetary value, its structure must be ideal
as far as activity and part determination [30]. The ideal
measuring of such frameworks requires itemized
examination for a given area because of impact of different
site subordinate factors, for example, solar powered
radiation, wind speed, temperature and their connection to
grid framework cost [31].
V. MODELLING OF SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV)
SYSTEM
A solar based photovoltaic (PV) framework changes over the
sun energy into power. The smallest unit of this framework is
the solar cell. Cells are then masterminded in the module
which is additionally associated in arrangement as well as
parallel design to frame clusters. The DC power created at the
terminals of the clusters can be utilized in an assortment of
uses, for example, in engines, lighting modules and so on.
The PV framework is exceptionally non-straight as can be
clear from its present v/s voltage (I–V) qualities appeared in
Fig. 7. It shows either current source or voltage source
conduct contingent upon the working point lying on the left
or right of P, separately. At Maximum Power Point (MPP),
result of voltage (Vmp) and current (Imp) is most extreme.
Isc and Voc are open circuit voltage and short circuit current,
separately.
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Figure 7: V-I characteristics of PV module
Objective function and Constraints formulation for Solar
PV:
There are many aspects that are considered to do the sizing of
grid connected Distributed generator system. Among the
main reasons, the parameter that must be minimized is the
Voltage regulation and the cost function.
a) Cost Parameters:
In this investigation, capital expense of establishment all
things considered, substitution cost, activity and support cost
has been considered while computing Annual System Cost
(ASC) of the framework over the entire task lifetime of 25
years. ASC can be determined as pursues:
ASC = Ccap (j) + Crep (j) + Com (j)
Where, Ccap (j) is Initial capital cost of system, Crep (j) is
replacement cost of system and Com (j) is op. and maint. Cost
of system.
b) System Constraints:
(i) Voltage Regulation (VR) Minimization
VR = (VNL – VL)/VL
At any given instant of time,
VL = ILRL
IL = Igrid + Isolar
So, the value of Isolar is regulated to determine the size of
Solar in such a way that the Voltage Regulation is minimized.
(ii)Solar Array Sizing
The number of solar modules is calculated using minimum
and maximum permissible Voltage regulation range.
PV array minimum sizing is decided by the Output power at
minimum Voltage Regulation and maximum PV panel
efficiency.
N PVmin ≤NPV ≤ NPVmax
NPVmin≥ P Lmin/ (ȠPV * PRPV)
Where,
P Lmin = Load at Min Voltage Regulation
ȠPV = Overall efficiency for solar PV modules
N PVmin = Minimum number of solar PV modules
NPVmax = Maximum number of solar PV modules
PRPV = Rated Power of one Solar PV panel
Considering the variability in the resultant power of solar PV,
maximum numbers of solar
PV panel is decided by the maximum value of permissible
voltage regulation.
NPVmax≤ P Lmax/ (ȠPV * PRPV)
Where
P Lmax = Load at Max Voltage regulation
Optimization of System with Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO):
The optimal positioning and sizing of solar PV as DG is
essential to optimize the net present cost of the energy
system. The cost function takes into account the capital cost
of installation, operation and maintenance cost for each
component of the system and penalty cost for not delivering
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power to load after a certain limit [32]. The sizing problem
has been formulated as a non-linear, multi-variable problem
and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique on
MATLAB platform has been used to find the optimum
solution. In this segment PSO technique, adopted power
management strategy, problem formulation and developed
algorithm along with validation has been presented.
PSO Optimization Algorithm
The PSO is a multi-operator parallel inquiry advancement
procedure; a developmental strategy which is propelled by
the social conduct of birds, fish tutoring and swarm
hypothesis [33]. The PSO thought depends on forcing
different particles for looking through the ideal arrangement.
Every molecule in the PSO calculation speaks to a potential
arrangement; these arrangements are surveyed by the
enhancement target capacity to decide their wellness.
The PSO plan depends on forcing different particles for
looking through the ideal arrangement. Every molecule in the
PSO calculation speaks to a potential arrangement; these
arrangements are surveyed by the improvement target
capacity to decide their wellness. In the following emphasis,
the arrangements number duplicates until it gets the ideal
one. Forcing more particles in every cycle urge going to the
ideal arrangement, besides diminishes the quantity of
enhancement emphases. So as to move to the ideal
arrangement, particles move around in a multidimensional
hunt space. The best understanding for every molecule is put
away in the molecule memory (pbest) and the best worldwide
acquired among all particles is called as a global best
molecule (gbest). During flight the present position (xi) and
speed (vi) of every molecule (i) is adjusted by its very own
understanding and the experience of neighbouring particles
as portrayed by the accompanying conditions:
vi (g+1) = ω vig + c1a1 (pbest – xi(g)) + c1a2 (gbest – xi(g))
xi (g+1) = xi(g) + vi(g+1)
Where, g is the number of generations, and ω is the inertia
factor in a range of [0.5, 1] c1 and c2 are positive acceleration
constants, recognized as self-conﬁdence factor and swarm
conﬁdence factor, respectively, a1 and a2 are uniform
randomly generated numbers in a range of [0, 1] [34]. Swarm
group sizing, number of particles, ω, c1 and c2 are the main
parameters of the PSO algorithm, which are initialized, based
on the problem of the size and positioning being considered
for optimization. The Figures 8 describes the flowchart with
various steps of proposed methodology for the validation of
the PSO Optimization technique and calculates the optimum
sizing and positioning parameters of the DG system. In this
flowchart, in the first step we calculate the potential, current
and resistance at all the points in the feeder. Next by
considering a location, we calculate the Full load voltage and
the current and full load current. Note these values as the 0 th
Iteration as VFL0 and IFL0 and then calculate the voltage
regulation VR0. Now incorporate the Distributed generator –
Solar PV point of a particular capacity, at that point. Again
calculate the Voltage regulation at that point, VR1. Compare
this VR1 with VR0. This should be less than the VR0. If not,
change the capacity of the DG and repeat the process till we
achieve the desirable Voltage Regulation of 8%. Now we use
the above values in the PSO
algorithm to get the pbest and
gbest locations.
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If the parameters are satisfied, stop the process else repeat the
steps for calculating the Voltage regulation for the proposed
system.
Start
Calculate V, I and R
Note VFLO and IFLO, with power
supplied from the grid

VI. OPTIMAL SIZING AND POSITIONING OF THE
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In Table 1, some selected Bus values with their respective
voltage regulations are tabulated, which falls in the critical
region.
On the analysis of the SLD of distribution network it is
observed that the entire load is being feed from single Grid. It
indicates poor contingency into the network. The Load flow
study indicates that the Voltage regulation at 415V side is
around 8.5% on an average in all the buses except the Voltage
regulation for Bus 6 (which is connected with E bus through
100 kVA transformer) is 11%, which is exceeding the limit.
To improve the voltage regulation of network, we propose a
renewable source of energy as distributed generator.

Calculate Voltage Regulation VRO
Connect variable size DG and
calculate Voltage Regulation VR1

IF VR1 < VR0
YES
Change the DG capacity and record
VR2
NO
IF VR2 < VR1
YES
Repeat the process until VRn is calculated
such that 0.008 <= V(Rn+1) < VRn

NO

Input all constraints for PSO
vi (g+1) = ω vig + c1a1(pbesti – xi(g))+ c1a2 (gbest – xi(g))
xi (g+1) = xi(g)+ vi(g+1)

Check Pbest and Gbest solutions, if
satisfied

Stop

Figure 8: Flowchart of proposed methodology
Table 1: Voltage regulation

In the proposed system, Power to be received at the load by
Solar PV array system is the multiplier of the load required
and the potential of the LT side. The total solar power
radiation per day is calculated by the average window period
of the solar insolation. Voltage regulation is calculated and
the Energy balance equation is verified in the MATLAB
using PSO for the optimization of the System sizing.
Then, the units of power are calculated by the generation of
the energy by the panels of the specific capacity and
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henceforth the system installation and tariff per year are
calculated thereby helping in deciding the Payback and
designing the Optimum system for the improved voltage
profile at the optimum cost.
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Optimal Position for the setting up of Solar Plant is at 415V
side on T6 bus with a size of 47 kW. With the integration of
DG at bus T6, the Voltage Regulation improves from 11% to
8.0%. The line losses at bus T6 are reduced to 5.90 kW in
place of 11.31 kW after the incorporation of DG i.e. a saving
of 47.81% in the line losses.
After the Sizing and Positioning of the Solar DG at T6, Load
Flow Analysis yielded a resultant system loss of 143.21 kW
which was less than the value of the Load Flow Analysis of

the system with 151.74 kW system losses. Henceforth, the
overall system losses are reduced by 5.62% after
incorporation of Solar Distributed Generator.
The Figure 9 depicts the ETAP model of the feeder under
analysis, in which the Solar DG is placed. Also Figure 10
shows the ETAP model of T6 bus where the Solar DG is
integrated for the Voltage regulation improvement and
reduction in the system losses

Figure 9: ETAP model of feeder under analysis
Figure 10: ETAP model of Bus T6
The cost of system is also optimized with an overall cost of
INR 21, 15, 000 and payback period is 6.4 years. Hence, the
Optimum Size and the Location of the Grid Integrated
Distributed Generator is obtained for the improved voltage
profile and better economics of the system.
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Figure 11 shows the results of the parameters for the PV modelling in the ETAP software for the Optimal sizing of the
DGES.

Figure 11(a): PV Array Editor for PV Panel and Figure 11(b): PV Array Editor for Inverter
The above figures also show the PV and IV Curve when the
desired parameter obtained from the PSO Algorithm values
are fed into the ETAP software for the modelling of the PV is
done for the minimization of the Voltage Regulation.
VII. RESULTS
A live working feeder is considered and all the existing
feeder data of Deetyakhedi feeder, Piplod Grid Sub-Station in
the Jhalawar Circle, Rajasthan State is taken for the research
work. Load flow analysis is done on a Power System
Analysis Software named ETAP which yielded the value of
total system losses to be 151.74 kW. Then Voltage
Regulation (VR) is done on the HT and LT Side of the feeder
as value of HT being very high, voltage regulation at HT side
is 3.8%, so no changes are required to be done here.
On LT side, Various VR’s are obtained in the range of
8.1-8.9% which is permissible for a Weasel Conductor but at
Bus 6, VR is 11% and this is the area of focus.
The Sizing and Positioning of Solar is done by PSO on
MATLAB Software to bring this exceeding voltage
regulation value into permissible limits. Size and Capacity of
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this Solar DG is compared by the Energy Balance Approach
with PSO on MATLAB Software. [26]
Again the Load flow analysis of the new system with the
Integrated Solar DG is done on ETAP for the verification of
the System Improvement and the results yielded that the
Voltage regulation improved to 8% from 11% and losses of
143.21 kW are observed.
Reduction in losses = 151.74(Before DG) – 143.21(After
DG) = 8.53 kW; implies 5.62% of system improvement after
incorporation of Solar DG. Costing of the System and the
Payback period is calculated, resulting in values of INR 21,
15,000 and is 6.4 years respectively.
Results: The below Table 2 shows all the results obtained
from the Optimal Sizing algorithm using the Particle Swarm
Optimization technique in MATLAB.
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Table 2: Optimal MATLAB results for PV Sizing and System Costing
.
VIII. CONCLUSION

8.

An approach for ideal estimating of PV Distributed generator
energy system (DGES) using PSO has been explained in this
paper. The objective was to limit the framework cost,
bringing the voltage regulation in the optimal range of
permeability with the condition of satisfying the consumer
load end and fulfilling a lot of streamlining limitations.
Consumer load balance as one of matrix integrator
applications has been acquainted with get a disseminated
burden profile, lessen the whole grid framework cost and
diminish CO2 emanation.
The PSO system has been executed in this paper to complete
the streamlining procedure. The reproduction results verified
that PSO is the promising enhancement procedures because
of its capacity to arrive at the worldwide ideal with relative
effortlessness and computational capability. The ideal
framework segment size acquired by PSO fulfils all
imperatives with least all out annualized cost. This
philosophy can be effectively stretched out to resolve the load
demand burden request at distribution end.
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